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Abstract. This note describes a selection procedure for genetic al
gorithms called Boltzmann tournament selection. As simulated an
nealing evolves a Boltzmann distribution in time using the Metropo
lis algorithm or a logistic acceptance mechanism, Boltzmann tourna
ment selection evolves a Boltzmann distribution across a population
and time using pairwise probabilistic acceptance and anti-acceptance
mechanisms. In this note, the motivation , the theory of operation,
some proof-of-principle computational experiments, and a Pascal im
plementation of the algorithm are presented. The efficient use of Boltz
mann tournament selection on parallel hardware and its connection to
other niching mechanisms are also considered.

1. Introduction

Simulated annealing (SA) [14] uses the notions of (1) a probabilistic ac
ceptance rule, (2) exploration in the neighborhood of the current solution,
and (3) the Boltzmann distribution and thermal equilibrium to guarantee
asymptotic convergence to global optima in combinatorial optimization prob
lems [1]. Genetic algorithms (GAs) have relied on (1) probabilistic selec
tion rules (reproduction or selection), (2) exploration in the neighborhood of
the current solution (mutation), and (3) recombination of parental solutions
(crossover) to promote their search [7], but GAs have sometimes been criti
cized because they lack convergence proofs, asymptotic or otherwise. In this
note, the notions of thermal equilibrium and the Boltzmann distribution are
borrowed from simulated annealing and adapted to genetic algorithm prac
tice. Specifically, a Boltzmann tournament selection procedure is derived
and implemented to give stable distributions within a population of struc
tures that are provably near Boltzmann. Using such a mechanism carries over
to genetic algorithms the same guarantees of asymptotic convergence enjoyed
by simulated annealing. It also creates another niching mechanism for form
ing and sizing stable subpopulations of individuals according to differences
among them, if the cooling process is not taken to the limit .
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Simulated ann ealing
Metropolis or logisti c acceptance

neighborhood generation
cooling & Boltzmann distribution

???
???
???
???
???
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Genetic algorithms
reproduction

mutation
???

recombination
expression
recoding
niching

speciat ion

Table 1: Comparison of simulated annealing to genetic algorithms.

In the remainder, the connect ions between simulated annealing and ge
netic algorithms are drawn more carefully. Thereafter, the Boltzmann tour
nament selection pro cedure is derived, analyzed, and impl emented in the Pas
cal programming language. Proof-of-principle computations are performed
to verify the theory, and the procedure is suggested for use in genetic algo
rithms as well as in parallel simulated annealing algorithms .

2. Simulated annealing and genetic algorithms

The connections between genetic algorithms and simulated annealing have
been explored elsewhere, but only loosely. Davis and Steenstrup [2] acknowl
edge the procedures' common natural roots, but it is odd that this lead essay
from a collection of papers ent itled Genetic Algorithms and Simulated An
nealing chooses only to describe each method separately, large ly ignoring
connections between them. Sirag and Weisser [17] get somewhat closer to
the heart of the matter in their study of "thermally" motivated adaptation
of mutation and crossover probabilities; however , tighter connections may be
drawn in a straightforward manner.

Note that simulated ann ealing contains three basic elements:

1. probabilistic acceptance (Metropolis or logistic forms),

2. neighborhood exploration, and

3. a cooling schedule that respects thermal equilibrium.

On the other hand, genetic algorithms may consist of any number of different
operators:

1. probabilistic selection (via reproduction or replacement),

2. recombination,

3. recoding (reordering),

4. expression,

5. diversity generation (mutation or other),
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6. niching, and

7. speciation.

Comparing these lists, we may und erst and the lacun ae of each method by
placing related operators in rough similitude. This is done in table 1, where
question marks ar e used to show th e absence of a corresponding capabil
ity. GAs and SAs share the notions of acceptance (selection or reproduc
tion) and generation of trial solutions in the neighborhood of the curre nt
solution; however , thereafter the similarity ends. Simul ated annealing alone
has th e notions of th ermal equilibrium and a cooling schedule;' while only
genetic algorithms have focused on the importance of recomb ination an d
other operators found in living systems. The importance of recombination
and other operators to th e sear ch of difficult non linear problems has been
stressed elsewhere [7-10 ,13J and will not be rep eated here. Ins tead, the no
tions of thermal equ ilibrium and cooling are adapted to population-oriented
genet ic search proced ures. Carrying the idea over is not straightforward, and
at tempts to parallelize serial simulated annealing algorithms have not been
overwhelmingly successful:

Our general feeling is that the sequential nature of the simulated
annealing algorithm in its pres ent form is a drawback that greatly
hampers the design of mas sively parallel simulated annealing al
gorithms. In our opinion, the design of such algorithms requi res
an approach th at differs substant ially from those presented in this
chapter [1, p. 114J.

This is true enough, but the cure suggested by these writers (Boltzmann
machines used as function optimizers) misses t he malady. The problem with
much work in parallel simulated annealing is not that the method is hostile to
parallelizat ion, but rather that researchers have tried too hard to implement
a serial SA in parallel. One of the lessons of genetic algorithm research is to
adopt a populat ions viewpoint, and the select ion mechanism I am about to
propose was created with this view in mind. It is thus equally suitable for
asynchronous selection in a parallel simu lated annealing algorithm or for use
in populat ion-or iented genetic algorithms. Although the particular algorithm
to be descr ibed is implemented serially, it may be easi ly adapted to parallel
hardware becaus e it only uses local information.

3. Boltzmann tournament select ion

To motivate Boltzmann tournament selection, consider the st eps in one vari
ant of simulated annealing:

1. Generate a can didate solution uniformly at ra ndom in the neigh bor
hood of the current solution.

lThis lacking on the part of GAs has been partially mad e up through the use of niching
mechanisms. The connect ion between Boltzmann distributions and niching will be made
clearer in section 5.
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2. Accept the new solution with logistic probability p = exp( - Enew/T )/
[exp(- Enew/ T) + exp( - Eo1d/ T )], where the E values are the objective
function values to be minimized and T is a control parameter analogous
to temperature.

3. Repeat at step 1 for some number of trials.

The fundamental idea behind simulated annealing is that this generation
acceptance iteration is repeated often enough to guarantee that the temporal
distribution of individuals becomes Boltzmann. Thereafter, the temperature
is reduced gradually, keeping the distribution in equilibrium, thereby guaran
tee ing the discovery of globally optimal structures asymptotically as the tem
perature goes to zero. We will sidestep the knotty issue of cooling here, even
though choice of an appropriate cooling schedule is important to the quality
of solution ultimately attained and the speed with which it is achieved. In
stead we focus solely on getting a near-Boltzmann distribution to form across
a population as time goes on. Doing so will carryover the asymptotic con
vergence theorems of simulated annealing to genetic algorithms immediately.

The .skeleton SA algorithm outlined above is different from the usual
description, as it uses the logistic probability of acceptance rather than the
Metropolis algorithm; at steady state, both achieve the desired Boltzmann
distribution [1]:

1
P(Ei ) = Zexp(-E;jT) (3.1)

where the partition function Z = Lj exp( -Ej/T). In attempting to carry
this mechanism over to a population-oriented paradigm such as genetic algo
rithms, we focus on generating a Boltzmann distribution across a population
and time.

To do this we make two assumptions:

1. Each individual in the population is in the neighborhood of all other
distinguishable individuals.

2. Differences in objective function value may be used to dist inguish dif
ferent classes of individual.

The first assumption is necessary to separate acceptance and neighborhood
exploration. In the serial mechanism they are intertwined, an undesirable
feature if one is interested in efficient parallel implementations or if one wants
to perform more interesting exploration operators such as recombination,
recoding, and the like. The second assumption is necessary to partition a
population into equivalence classes. Of course, secondary criteria such as
genotypic or phenotypic similarity may be used to distinguish individuals
that have significant differences in inner or outer appearance even though
their objective function values may be close.
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With these assumptions, a skeleton populat ion-orient ed Boltzmann selec
tion mechanism may be defined as follows:

1. Choose an individu al uniforml y at rando m (with or wit hout replace
ment) from the current population.

2. Choose another individual with an objective fun ction value different
from the first by a threshold amount 0.

3. Half of th e time, choose a third individual with an obj ecti ve function
value different from the first and second indi vidu als by th e threshold
amount (thi s is called strict choice), and th e other half of the time,
choose the third individual with an obj ective fun ction value different
by th e threshold amount from the first individual alone (this is called
relaxed choice).

4. Hold a secondary (anti-acceptance) competit ion between individuals
two and three, keeping individual two with the anti-acceptance proba
bility pI = exp( - EJiT )/ [exp(- E2 / T ) +exp(-E3/T)J.

5. Hold the primary (acceptance) comp etition between the winner of the
anti -acceptance competition and individual one , keeping individual one
with the usual logist ic acceptance probability p = exp( - Ed T )/
[exp(- Ed T ) +exp (- Ewin/ T )], where E win is the function value of the
winner of th e ant i-acceptance competition.

6. Rep eat at step 1 until the new populati on is full.

The steps are straightforward , but why do we need to choose competit ors to
have different function values, and what is th e purpose of the ant i-accept ance
competition?

In serial simulat ed annealing, t here is never any danger of comparing
two instances of the same individual during the acceptance st ep , because
a neighbor is always generated. In a populations approach, we imagine the
other operators acting (or not act ing) asynchronously and must guard against
comparing an indi vidual to a copy of it self or another member of its equiva
lence class . If we do not do this, the pro cedure will not be able to maintain
the Boltzmann dist ribution stably and will ultimately fill the population
wit h copies of the best individual in a manner similar to oth er GA selection
schemes.

The anti-acceptance competition seems counte rintuit ive until we recog
nize that we are simply t rying to create the population equivalent of gener
ating a neighbor uniformly at random. Intuitively thi s may be understood
by recognizing that if the algorithm is successful, it will creat e a steady pro
portion of individuals according to the Boltzmann distribution. If a uniform
random sample is drawn from a Bolt zmann -distribu ted popul at ion , it will
be biased toward better individuals. To counteract thi s tend ency, we simply
choose a competitor for the first individual by picking two individuals from
the population, th ereafter choosing the winner of this secondary competition
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where Zi = Z - exp( - Ed T ). Recognizing that Pji = (ZdZj)P!j we obtain
the following result for strict anti-acceptance:

f!.Pj = exp( - E j / T ) L exp( -EdT) [exP(-EdT) - t exp( -Ej/T)]
Z iii Z, exp( -E,/T) + exp( -EJ/T)

(3.10)

At high temperatures, strict and relaxed anti-acceptance have virtually iden 
tical performance, because Z, ~ Zj ~ Z. At low temperatures, an interesting
difference is observed. Simple asymptotic analysis shows that all of the strict
anti-acceptance trials are given to the second-best individual by strict anti
acceptance, a reasonable result if we recall that strict choice requires selection
of two different individuals during the anti-acceptance step. By itself strict
anti-acceptance is also undesirable. We would really like to have a uniform
choice between the last remaining competitors (the best and the second best) .
The method selected to accomplish this is to choose between strict and re
laxed anti-acceptance randomly, using each fifty percent of the time. Thus,
at low temperature, the procedure approaches a uniform distribution over the
last two remaining competitor classes of any significance. At intermediate
temperatures, the average of strict and relaxed anti-acceptance gives a mov
ing almost-uniform selection among remaining significant competitors. Since
the conditions of a uniform selection in the neighborhood of an individual
are approximately satisfied, we therefore expect the steady distribution of
the mechanism to be roughly Boltzmann by standard theorems of simulated
annealing [1].

With this theoretical background we turn to implementing and testing
Boltzmann tournament selection.

4. Implementation and proof-of-principle testing

A Pascal version of Boltzmann tournament selection is described, and pre 
liminary test results are presented over a range of temperatures .

4.1 An implementation in Pascal

A version of Boltzmann tournament selection has been implemented in Turbo
Pascal 5.5. Global declarations specific to the selection routines are shown in
figure 1. Utility code is shown in figure 2, including the logistic function,
the fthreshold function for calculating an objective function threshold from
probability gap and temperature, and procedure makeshuffle for generating
a random permutation of specified length. The procedure preselect creates
another random permutation and initializes the pick pointer to 1.

The function chooseother is used to pick individuals from the population
that have function values that are different from the values fi, and f2 by an
amount of threshold or more . If the selection process is unsuccessful, the
last individual chosen is used.
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{ boltzsel .pas : Boltzmann tournament select ion}
{4-24-90 David E. Goldberg }
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{ declarations }
type shufflearray array[l . .maxpop] of integer ;

var pick :integer;
round :shufflearray;

{ global tournament select vars }

Figure 1: The global declarat ions for Boltzmann tournament selection
are few. Other global declarations and the overall style of implemen
tation are similar to the code of Goldberg [7].

The function select implements Bol tzmann tournament selection with
weighted strict -relaxed anti-acceptance as described in section 3. T he fun c
tion select may be called to choose individuals for subsequen t genet ic pro 
cessing in the normal manner [7] . Note, in the fun ction chooseother that
only a proportion check of the population may be checked to obtain an ind i
vidual who is different from one or the other of the individuals al ready chosen
by an amount greater than threshold. The probability of succeeding in this
effort reduces as the temperature reduces and the populat ion becomes dom
inated by one class of individual; t his is not a problem, however, becau se
as the temperature reduces, the performan ce of Boltzmann tournament se
lection should approach that of deterministic tournament selection, and the
lack of different competitors encour ages this transition. A more efficient
implementation might hard wire deterministic selection at some sp ecified
temperature to avoid unnecessary differ ence checking in chooseother.

In practical implement ations where the effect ive boundari es between dif
ferent classes of individual ar e likely to change, a variable thresholding mech
anism is pr obably desirable. The function fthreshold calculates a threshold
in funct ion value difference corr espondin g to a fixed gap between the logis
tic acceptance probabilitie s between two alternat ives, gap = Pbetter - Pwo rse .

Thus, for fixed gap, the threshol d dividing classes will redu ce as the temper
ature is reduced. No doubt, other reasonable thresholding mechanisms can
be devised.

4.2 Preliminary testing

Some prelimi nary simulations are performed using this code. Fi ve classes
are defined with function values for the j th class given as E (j) = i ? A
fixed threshold of 0.5 is used an d each simulat ion is run for a hundred gen 
erations with a fixed popsize = 200. Each class is ini tiali zed wit h 20% of

2Thesymbol t is used in the code instead of E to conform with the practice in Gold
berg [7] . The code is written assuming that t is to be minimized.
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function logistic(x :real) :real;
const limit = 11 .513 ;
begin
if x>limit then logistic := 1 .0
else if x < -limit then logistic . - 0 .0
else logistic := 1 .0/(1 .0 +exp(-x))

end;

function fthreshold(gap,temperature :real) :real ;
{ cal cul at e threshold for distinguishing classes from f val ues }
const default = 1 .0el0 ;
var pr ob :r eal ;
begin

if gap <= 0 then gap := abs(gap);
prob := 0 .5 + gap*0. 5;
if prob >= 1. 0 then f t hr eshold := default

el se fthreshold := -temperature * In(l/prob-l) ;
end;

procedure makeshuf f le(n:int eger; var shuffle:shufflearray);
{ makes an n-permutat ion }
var j, ot her, temp : integer ;
begin
{initialize}

fo r j:= l to n do shuffle[j ] . - j ;
{shuffle}

f or j :=l t o n- l do begin
ot her := rnd( j,n) ;
temp := shuffle[other] ;
shuffle [other] := shuf f l e [j ] ;
shuff l e [ j ] := t emp

end;
end;

Figure 2: The ut ility code required for Boltzmann tou rnament selec
tion includes l ogi s t i c, f t hr eshold, and makeshuffle. Addition
ally, a random number generator such as t hat contained in Gold
berg [7] is required with a function rnd Cl.c jh i ) that ret urns a uni
formly distributed random integer on the specified interval [10 ,

hi]. A function fl i p (pr obabilit y) that returns true with spec
ified probabilit y is also require d.
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procedure preselect(var pick :integer;
popsize :integer;

var round :shufflearray);
begin {set pick counter and t our nament round}
pick := 1;
makeshuffle(popsize, round);

end ;

Figure 3: The procedu re preselect init ializes the ran dom permuta
tion round an d the counter pick, which are used for doing random
selection of indi vidu als from th e populat ion without replacement.
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function chooseother(popsize:integer; var pop :population;
fl , f2, threshold:real) :integer ;

{ choose an individual with some other f value}
const check = 0 .1 ; { check a tenth of the population before quitting}
var other, count, che cks i ze: i nt ege r ;
begin

count : = 1 ;
checksize . - trunc(check*popsize);
repeat
other : = rnd(l,popsize) ;
count : = count + 1;

until «abs(fl-oldpop[other] .f) > threshold)
and (abs(f2-oldpop[other] .f ) > threshold))
or (count> checksize);

{ quit when different by threshold or count too big}
chooseother ot her ;

end ;

Figure 4: The fun ction chooseother is used to choose individuals
who are different in obj ective function value from previously chosen
individual s.

the population's indi viduals. Table 2 shows the results, comparing the aver 
age proportion of trials in each class over 100 gen erations t o the proportion
given by a Boltzmann distribution at four temperatures T = 100, 10, 1,
0.1. The simulations track t he Boltzmann distribution quite closely. Sin ce
no neighborhood generati on was used in these runs , once a class is absorbed
it is gone forever , b ut only classes wit h expected low proport ion s were ab 
sorbed in t he simulations. The res t or ing pressure to kee p t he populati on
Boltzmann is qui te strong, al though us ers familiar wit h the rock stability of
sharing fu nctions [4, 5, 11] will observe t hat BMTS bounces aroun d a bi t
m ore. No ne theless, the potential for paralleli zing this procedure efficient ly
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outweighs its somewhat greater variance. We briefly consider parallelization
of the routine and some of its other uses and extensions in the next sect ion .

5. Uses and extensions

Boltzmann tournament selection was deve loped primarily as a means to carry
over Boltzmann distributions and cooling schedules to genetic algorithms ,
thereby guaranteeing asymptotic convergence to globally optimal structures
in GAs as well. This is a worthy goal in its own righ t, but in so doing a
mechanism has been created that may be used and extended in a number of
ways :

1. It may be implemented efficient ly on parallel hardware.

2. It may be used as a function-value-based niching mechanism.

3. Other forms of Boltzmann selection may be implemented under pro-
portionate selection schemes using sharing functions.

It is interest ing that in many efforts to parallelize simulated annealing, re
searchers have concentrated on more or less accurately implementing the
one-at-a-time version of SA on parallel hardware. This has ranged from the
so-called error algorithm that runs noncommunicating serial algorithms in
parallel (and is called the error algorithm, because of the "errors" that oc
cur when individual processors do not use the current best structure in the
Metropolis acce ptance st ep) to mor e cooperat ive versions that communicate
and try to collect ively achieve the temporal Boltzmann distribution. It is
surprising that more effort has not been directed at achieving the distribu
tion across a population. It is, after all, the distribution that is important
to ultimate convergence and not any particular method of attaining the dis
tribution. Thus , Boltzmann tournament selection creates the potential for
fast parallel implementations of both GAs and SAs. Imagine an implemen
tation with one processor per individual. Since pairwise comparisons are all
that are required , Boltzmann tournament selection can be easi ly realized in
parallel. This is not unlike efforts to parallelize other selection mechanisms
in genetic algorithms [12, 15, 16, 18]. With only localized communication,
pairwise exchanges of individuals between randomly chosen processors can be
used to keep a state of panmixia to prevent biased sampling in any particular
geographic neighborhood.

We note that the distribution mechanism advocated here may be viewed
as ameans to achieve niching based on difference in objective fun ction val
ues . Elsewhere, various mechanisms have been advocated for encouraging the
stable formation of clusters of individuals [3-5,11]. These mechanisms stably
allocate more copies to better individuals and fewer copies to weaker individ
uals. Recalling that the mechanism developed in this paper attains propor
tions in the population that are roughly Boltzmann, Pi = exp(-Ei /T) /Z.
Note that such a distribution is niching -like in that it allocates more copies
to better classes and fewer to worse. It is interesting that the convergence
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function select(popsize:integer;
vax pop:population ;
var pick: integer ;
vax round:shufflearray):integer;

{ Boltzmann tournament selection}
const bias = 0.5; { randomization for third chooseother }
var first, second, third: integer;

probf, deltaf:real;
begin
if pick> popsize then preselect (pick,popsize,round);
{ hol d a competition}
first : = round[pick];
{ anti-acceptance probability to flatten distribution}
second := chooseother (popsize,pop,pop[first].f,pop[first] .f, threshold);
{ randomization for strict vs. relaxed anti-acceptance}
if flip(bias) then

third := choos eot her (pops i ze .pop ,pop [f i r s t ] .f,pop[second] .f,threshold)
else third := chooseother(popsize,pop,pop[first].f.pop[first] .f,threshold);

probf : = logistic(pop[third].f - pop[second].f )/temperature);
if flip(probf) then second := third;
{ primary selection according to Boltzmann acceptance criterion}
deltaf := pop [second] .f - pop[first] .f;
probf := logistic(deltaf/temperature);
if flip(probf) then select := first else select := second;
{ increment pick }
pick := pick + 1;

end;

Figure 5: The function select implements Boltzmann tournament
selection.

T BM/BMTS j = 1 j=2 j=3 j =4 j =5
1.00 BM 0.2040 0.2020 0.2000 0.1980 0.1960

BMTS 0.2078 0.2044 0.2101 0.1891 0.1887
10.0 BM 0.2419 0.2188 0.1980 0.1792 0.1621

BMTS 0.2780 0.2355 0.2113 0.1631 0.1122
1.0 BM 0.6364 0.2341 0.0861 0.0317 0.0117

BMTS 0.6604 0.2513 0.0832 0.0041 0.0011
0.1 BM 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

BMTS 0.9755 0.0176 0.0052 0.0018 0.0000

Table 2: Comparison of Boltzmann tournament selection (BMTS)
versus a Boltzmann distribution (BM) at four temperature values.
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guarantees of simulated annealing derive almost exclusively from this use of
what might be termed st epw ise temporal niching. This seems consonant with
the argument made elsewh ere [7, 11] that diversity should rarely be main
tained or int roduced for its own sake, but instead pr eviously useful dive rsity
should be "recalled" spatially through niching; however , we then recall that
whether or not a serial SA can recall an individual is ent irely dependent
upon whether that individual is sufficiently close to the current individual
and whether intermediate function value barriers have not risen so much as
to preven t its access. This is certainly one of the unsung difficul tie s of seri al
simulated an nealing, one that can be overcome by taking the populations
view adopted herein ."

It is also straightforward to ask whether nich ing can be performed using
Boltzmann to urnament select ion in such a way as to allow separate stable
clusters to form around individuals who have simi lar function values, but very
different outer or inner appearance. T his may be accomplished quite simp ly
by using a secondary criterion su ch as phenot ypi c or genotypic distance to
distinguish betw een individuals who have similar function values, but who
are in distinct nich es. To implement this mechanism, appropriate logic can
be added to the ch ooseother routine to require difference on the basis of
obj ecti ve fun ction value or difference in genotype or phenotyp e.

Such associations also suggest a method for implementing Boltzmann se
lection in genetic algorithms that use proportionate selection schemes. The
sharing function method describ ed elsewhere [4, 5, 11) may be adapted di
rectly if f = exp ( - EfT ) is used as a fitness function , and dist an ce is mea
sured as the absolute value of th e difference in f between pairs of strings.
It is int eresting that Boltzmann tournament selection and this sharing func
tion approach generate similar outcomes even though their mechanisms are
very different (the mechanisms are almost dual in nature) . Sharing works by
forcing groups of like individuals to share some limited resource. Boltzmann
tournaments work by forcing individuals to compete outside their niche. The
restoring mechanism of thi s latter mechanism is inobvious until we reali ze
that this forced compet it ion of unlike individuals causes currently out-of
favor individuals to be in many more competitions than they would if they
were selected un iformly at random from the existing distribution.

6. Conclusions

In this note, the method of Boltzmann tournament selection has been de
scribed, implemented, and partially tested. The method carries the ideas
of a Boltzmann distribution and thermal equilibrium to genetic algorithm

3 A more remote connection with niching and trial allocation has been made in a paper
that argues for a mixed strategy when confronting a mixof probabilisticand deterministic
decision problems [6] . There the view is closer to the temporal orientation of serial simu
lated annealing, but the temporal view is justified by the low cardinality of the decision
set. It is possible that the mechanisms advocated here might be useful in simplifying
the structure of the bidding mechanism suggested for achieving the desired mix between
decisive and fuzzy decision-making.
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practice, t he reby guaranteeing the asymptotic con verg en ce in genetic algo
rithms that has long been enjoyed by simulated annealing. T he technique
m ay be parallelized easily, permitting efficient implementati ons of simulated
annealing algorithms and Boltzm ann genetic algorit hms on many types of
par all el machine. Moreover, t his mechanism has been viewed as a form of
niching, and conne cti ons to othe r niching mechanisms have been drawn.

The mechanism is ready for test ing in pra ctical probl ems and for imple
mentation on parallel hardware. Perhaps more importantly, t he ex istence of
this me chanism may serve to bridge simulated annealing and genetic algo
rithms to the ultimate benefit of both.
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